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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Several emotional theories that inform the design of Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) categorize affect as either positive or
negative. However, the relationship between affect and learning
appears to be more complex than that. Despite several empirical
investigations in the last fifteen years, including a few that have
attempted to complexify the role of affect in students’ learning
in VLE, there has not been an attempt to synthesize the evidence
across them. To bridge this gap, we conducted a systematic review
of empirical studies that examined the relationship between student
outcomes and the affect that arises during their interaction with a
VLE. Our synthesis of results across thirty-nine papers suggests that
except engagement, all of the commonly studied affective states
(confusion, frustration, and boredom) have mixed relationships
with outcomes. We further explored the differences in student demographics and study context to explain the variation in the results.
Some of our key findings include poorer learning outcomes arising
for confusion in classrooms (versus lab studies), differences in brief
versus prolonged confusion and resolved versus persistent confusion, more positive (versus null) results for engagement in learning
games, and more significant results for rarer affective states like
frustration with automated affect detectors (versus student selfreports). We conclude that more careful attention must be paid
to contextual differences in affect’s role in student learning. We
discuss the implication of this review for VLE design and research.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Affective computing in education is an area of research that investigates student affect that arises during learning with the goals of
recognizing, measuring, analyzing, and responding meaningfully
[1]. Acknowledging the integral link between emotion and cognition, research on affect in Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs)
aims to “narrow the communicative gap between the highly emotional human and the emotionally-challenged computer” [2, p.18]).
Student affect in intelligent tutoring systems and other types of
adaptive and artificially intelligent educational systems has been
shown to correlate with a range of other important constructs, including self-efficacy, motivation, and learning [2]. Research has
shown that affect plays three primary roles in learning and education: signaling, evaluation, and modulation. These roles refer to the
ability of affective states to draw attention to learning challenges,
help learners appraise their learning, and help guide cognitive focus
[3].
Studies in the past decade have built good quality automated
affect detectors in VLEs using physical and physiological sensors,
and interaction log data. Additionally, with increasingly available
out-of-the-box affect recognition software, it is becoming much
easier to augment VLEs with affective capabilities [5], although
these technologies do not directly measure the affect most relevant
to learning and must be adapted to do so [6]. These detectors have
been used in affect-sensitive interventions designed to improve
learning gains, and overall experience. For instance, considerable
research has investigated the development of affect-sensitive or
affect-aware tutoring systems wherein the student experience is
personalized by the VLE’s ability to detect and respond to students’
affective states [2], [4], [5], [19]. The foundational hypothesis of this
research is that detecting and responding to student affect improves
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the quality of students’ interaction with the VLE by making it more
engaging and effective for learning. This principal role for affect is
justified by the viewpoint that “affective processes are inextricably
bound to cognitive and metacognitive processes during learning”
[20, p. 2]. Hence, by understanding the relationship between different affective states and student learning in VLEs, these studies
aim to design more engaging VLEs that motivate students to learn
better.
Several emotion theories in learning incorporate a hedonic principle in which it is assumed that affect is either positive or negative
and the goal is for students to experience the positive affective
states and avoid the negative affective states [7], [8]. For instance,
Pekrun et al. [9] suggest that positive emotions promote learning
by improving student motivation and focusing them on the learning activity. As such in some cases, affect is conceptualized using
positive and negative valence scales (e.g., PANAS - Positive and Negative Affect Schedule [10], valence-arousal affect grid). Even when
affect is conceptualized as discrete states (a more popular choice in
VLEs), it is common to assume some states to be inherently positive
for learning (e.g., flow) and others to be detrimental to learning
(e.g., boredom) [7]. However, the relationship between affect and
learning appears to be more complex than this. For example, some
studies suggest that positive emotions devoid of self-regulation and
motivation may not improve learning [11], while some negative
emotions may promote learning by triggering motivation to learn
better [12].
A few empirical studies in the past have tried to complexify the
role of different affective states while learning with VLEs, beyond
the commonly assumed positive-negative dichotomy. First, Liu et
al. [17] investigated the overlapping relationships of confusion and
frustration as they relate to learning, which was followed by the examination of the possibility of combining these affective states into
a joint state referred to as “confrustion” [18], a finding that matches
more recent evidence that these two affective states tend to co-occur
[30]. Second, certain specific roles that affective states play during student learning have been hypothesized and tested, including
Graesser et al.’s [19] investigation of hopeless confusion versus productive confusion and D’Mello et al.’s [20] hypothesis on confusion
and frustration arising from logical impasses. Third, some studies
have looked at the ways that affect is shaped by specific learning
activities (e.g., [21] and [22] studied affect when learning with or
without scaffolds). Although it is common to study affective states
as they occur in VLEs in general, there has also been an interest in
investigating affective-cognitive processes around specific subject
matter or educational experiences which are hypothesized to induce stronger emotions. This includes the confrustion surrounding
erroneous examples [15], the affective impacts of activities such as
medical training scenarios where the patient always dies [24], and
writing about traumatic topics [25]. In these contexts, cognition and
affect have generally been assumed to be more strongly connected
than in everyday learning - making affect instrumental to learning.
In the last fifteen years, several empirical studies in VLEs have
investigated the relationship between student affect and their outcomes [13] – [16] (referred from now on also as affect-outcome
relationships). However, there has not yet been an attempt to synthesize the results from these empirical studies to more conclusively
understand the complex relationship between each affective state

and outcome measures of broader importance. Moreover, no study
has systematically investigated the contextual factors that complicate the affect-outcome relationship in practice - an aspect that
is often overlooked in emotional theories informing VLE design.
Hence, to bridge this gap for future learning analytics research
and design, we conduct a systematic review of affect-outcome research in VLEs with the following research question in mind - How
does students’ affect in virtual learning environments relate to their
outcomes? In doing so, we want to investigate whether the often
assumed positive and negative dichotomy in affective states holds
true empirically.

2

METHOD

We conducted a systematic literature review to investigate the
relationship between students’ affective states and learning in VLEs.

2.1

Criteria for Inclusion

Studies had to meet the following requirements to be included in
this review:
Discrete Affective States. This review focuses on the relationship
between specific affective states and student outcomes. Hence, we
included only studies that specified discrete emotions (e.g., confusion, frustration) and excluded studies where affect was instead
conceptualized using positive and negative valence scales (e.g., valence and arousal grid without specifying individual affect, PANAS).
External Measure of Outcomes. Given evidence that improved
learning within a VLE does not always translate to better student
outcomes beyond the system [34], we included only studies that had
an external measure of student outcome (e.g., a post-test of knowledge, standardized test, GPA, later life outcomes) and excluded
studies that only reported measures internal to the VLE such as insystem outcomes (e.g., rewards earned in a learning game, number
of units mastered) or in-system behaviors (e.g., hint seeking, notetaking). Studies that measured outcomes using only self-reports of
learning or other subjective constructs like self-efficacy and interest
were also excluded.
Study of Affect-Outcome Relationship. We included only studies
that explicitly studied the relationship between affective states and
student outcomes, excluding studies that only investigated other
properties of affect such as its persistence, co-occurrence, and relationship with other affective states. Similarly, we excluded studies
that built a predictor of outcomes from affect without studying
specific affective states’ relationship to student outcomes. We also
excluded studies that described an affect-aware VLE or an affective
intervention without explicitly reporting results on the relationships between specific affective states and student outcomes.
Empirical Studies. We included only papers that conducted an
empirical study and excluded purely theoretical or conceptual papers, literature reviews, meta-analyses, and training manuals, since
the purpose of this systematic review is to synthesize empirical
results from the literature on affect-outcome relationships.
Studies in VLEs. We included only studies conducted in VLEs
and excluded studies conducted in a learning setting without a
digital interface that students interacted with and learned from.
Although affect research in non-VLE spaces is equally important, in
line with the research goals discussed above, this systematic review
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is focused only on students’ affective experience when interacting
with a VLE.
Paper Availability and Language. We included only studies in
languages readable by the authors (English, Chinese, Japanese,
Portuguese, Spanish, Italian) and excluded papers in languages
other than these. We also excluded papers whose full texts were
not available after searching in digital libraries that were accessible
to the co-authors (ACM Digital Library, ProQuest, EBSCO, JSTOR,
and Google Scholar) and requesting access from our university
librarian.

2.2

hours to several years. The implications of this difference will be
discussed further later. The majority of the studies were conducted
in the United States (21), more than entire continents (Asia 9; Europe 7; other North American countries 2). The majority of the
studies were conducted with undergraduate students (26), followed
by middle school (9), high school (4), graduate (3), and elementary
school students.

3.2

Commonly Studies Learning-Centered
Emotions

Among the 39 studies reviewed in this paper, the four most commonly studied affective states are engagement/engaged concentration/flow (26 studies), confusion (20 studies), frustration (20 studies),
and boredom (22 studies). Despite the different terms, engagement,
engaged concentration, and flow are typically used to indicate the
same affective state (see discussion in [20]). Here, we present a
summary of how each of these affective states relates to student
outcomes by synthesizing the results from all papers that reported
it. We analyzed the data using the counting method (number of
studies positive, negative, and null; [31]), random effects models,
and three-level models [33]. The overall results of the three methods
were identical. Within this paper, we report the counting method
because it allows for greater exploration of the degree to which a
finding is consistent across studies.

Selection Procedure

The earliest work that explored the relationship between affect and
learning in a VLE was searched for in ACM Digital Library and
Google Scholar using several keywords including “affect”, “affective
states”, “tutoring system”, “virtual learning”, and “learning”. The
earliest work found was Craig, Graesser, Sullins, and Gholson’s [2]
paper titled “Affect and learning: An exploratory look into the role
of affect in learning with AutoTutor”. This paper is generally known
to be seminal in the field, and set out several key aspects of work
that followed it (including both methods and the choice of affective
states studied). The literature search traversed this paper’s entire
citation tree, with that paper at its root as of 09/17/2020. Fifty-six
papers were excluded for being inaccessible or in a language none
of the authors could read (see the last inclusion criteria). Out of the
total 1861 unique papers searched, thirty-nine papers were included
in the systematic review.

2.3
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3.2.1 Generally Positive Relationship of Engagement with Learning
Outcomes. In the 26 studies that examined the affective state of
engagement, it was either observed to be positively related to the
learning outcome or had a null relationship. None of the 26 studies
reported a negative relationship. In eleven studies the relationship
was positive [13], [14], [21], [27], [35] – [41] and in seven it was
null [19], [32], [42]–[46]. In contrast, eight studies reported mixed
results (null and positive) within the same study. This was a result
of different choices and contexts in these studies, including:

Coding Reliability

To measure the reliability of inclusion-exclusion coding, 186 papers
(10%) were arbitrarily selected to be coded by two independent
coders. The two coders were trained in a one-hour session with
a coding manual detailing the inclusion-exclusion criteria. The
interrater reliability calculated by Cohen’s Kappa was 0.869, and the
percentage of agreement was 98.92%. Disagreements were resolved
through discussion among the two coders to reach a full consensus.

• different statistical approaches used to measure the relationship (e.g., positive when affect was taken by itself and null in
more complete models where collinearity was ignored [29],
[2], [47])
• varied outcome measures in the same study (e.g., positive
for college enrollment but null for STEM major choice in
[48], positive for an immediate knowledge test and null for
a delayed test in [49])
• the VLE behavior changed over time (e.g., null when the VLE
was scaffolding using hints and explanations and positive
when the scaffolds faded out later, in [22])
• different participant population (e.g., positive with undergraduate students but null when tested for replicability in a
crowdsourcing platform (Amazon Mechanical Turk) in [25])

3 FINDINGS
3.1 Overview
The studies varied in their measures of student outcomes. The majority of the studies (29 out of 39) were conducted over a limited
time, and student outcomes were measured using some sort of
knowledge test that was administered at the beginning and end of
the study. These studies mainly focused on subject matter learning in areas such as math (6), languages (4), history (3), computer
programming (3), and computer literacy (3). There were four studies that measured student outcomes in academic courses using
longer-term measures like exam scores and GPA. This includes a
math course, two programming courses, and one computer literacy
course. There were two studies that measured student outcomes
using standardized test scores - both focused on math learning. And
finally, there were four studies that measured longer-term career
outcomes including college enrollment and STEM major choice.
The studies also varied vastly in duration. Laboratory studies with
short-term outcomes were less than an hour long, while classroom
studies with both short and long-term outcomes varied from several

Engagement was studied in seven learning games, where its
relationship with student outcomes is of particular interest, given
the focus on engagement in game design [50]. In the majority of
the studies conducted in learning games (5 out of 7), engagement
was related positively to student learning – in history [38], social
studies [36], language [35], [39], and complex processes [40]. In the
other two studies, engagement did not have a significant relationship with student learning (e.g., social study learning in [45] and
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environmental protection in [46]). Brom et al. [40], [49] differentiated flow as an affective state from engagement as a cognitive state
(“learning involvement”). However, the relationships with outcome
were the same for flow and engagement in both the studies.

the seven studies that reported a significant result for frustration,
two reported a negative relationship [5], [26], and four reported a
combination of negative and null relationships. The mixed results
(both negative and null) were observed when:
• frustration was reported at different phases of learning.
D’Mello et al. [20] observed a negative relationship when
students were asked to report frustration halfway through
the current problem or right after (3 seconds after) receiving feedback on the previous problem. However, this result
stopped being significant when students reported frustration at the onset of the current problem (7 seconds after the
current problem was displayed) or when students spontaneously reported affect at an arbitrary time.
• the outcome measure varied (e.g., negative for college enrollment and null for high-school course choice (both AP math
and science) and STEM major choice in [32], [48])
• different statistical approaches used to measure the relationship (e.g., negative with correlation analysis but null with
mediation analysis in [51])

3.2.2 Strong Disagreement on How Confusion Relates to Learning
Outcomes. Unlike engagement, the relationship between confusion
and student outcomes varied considerably among the 20 studies
that reported it. The distribution is as follows:
• five positive [2], [13], [19], [42], [47]
• seven null [20], [25], [26], [32], [43], [44], [51]
• three both positive and negative - the results within a study
varied based on the version of the VLE (e.g., positive with
scaffolds and negative without in [21]), the statistical method
used to analyze the data (e.g., positive when affect was
taken by itself and negative in more complete models where
collinearity was ignored [29]), and the persistence of confusion (positive for resolved confusion and negative with
prolonged confusion [23])
• three both negative and null - the results within a study
varied based on the VLE version (null with a conversational
agent and negative without in [14], negative with scaffolds
and null without in [22]), and the learning outcome (negative
for college enrollment and null for STEM major choice in
[48])
• two negative [27], [37]

Only one study reported a positive relationship and noted it to
be an unexpected result [21].
Although frustration was associated negatively with learning
in [26], it was observed that frustration preceded or followed by
confusion was positively associated. A small subset of studies has
tried to merge the affective states of confusion and frustration into
a single affective state (called confrustion) due to their overlapping
conceptualization, especially when measured using cognitive aspects of student experience (e.g., repeated errors while learning).
Richey et al. [15], [18] studied confrustion and observed that it
was negatively associated with learning. In contrast, Liu et al. [17]
observed that brief episodes of confusion and frustration when
analyzed together were associated positively with learning gain in
math learning.

Some studies also highlighted the nuanced relationship of confusion with learning by exploring not only the incidence of confusion
but also its persistence. For instance, both Gong et al. [47] and
Lee et al. [23] observed a positive association between resolved
confusion and learning, while Lee et al. [23] also observed a negative association between prolonged confusion and learning. Lee et
al. [23] operationalized resolved confusion as confusion followed
by at least two 20-second clips of non-confusion and prolonged
confusion as persistent confusion for at least three 20-second clips.
Similarly, Rodrigo et al. [14] reported that confusion had a positive
relationship with learning when it was preceded or followed by
engagement.
There were also significant differences in how confusion was
measured - either by how it was expressed (e.g., puzzled facial expression or gesture) or using cognitive aspects of student experience
(e.g., struggling with learning). Across the 20 papers that reported
results for confusion, some studies focused more on the expression
[14], [27], [44], while others on the cognitive aspects (e.g., Lee et
al. [23] coded confusion when students made repeated errors). As
confusion is often theorized to be an important affective state for
student learning [8], in a later section we further contextualize the
differences in these studies in terms of geographic location, affect
collection method, and authenticity of the research setting to better
understand the high degree of variance in the results for confusion.

3.2.4 Mostly Negative or Null Relationship Between Boredom and
Learning Outcomes. Among the 22 studies that reported the relationship between boredom and learning outcomes, the results were
mostly negative or null:
• four negative [26], [27], [37], [47]
• nine null [14], [19], [20], [25], [42]–[44], [52], [53]
• four both negative and null (e.g., negative for college enrollment and null for STEM major choice in [48], negative in
correlation analysis, null in more complete models where
collinearity was ignored [2], [51], negative for low-pretest
students and null for high-pretest students in [54])
• two negative, null, and positive (based on whether affect was
taken by itself or in more complete models where collinearity
was ignored [29] and based on the outcome measure in the
same study - positive for college enrollment, null for highschool course choice (AP math), negative for high-school
course choice (AP science) in [32])
• two both negative and positive (e.g., negative when not scaffolded and positive when scaffolded with hints and explanations - observed in a math VLE [21] and in a computer
programming VLE [22])
• one positive [13]

3.2.3 A Few Negative but Mostly Non-significant Results for Frustration. The majority of the papers that studied the relationship
between frustration and student outcomes did not report a significant result (13 out of 20: [2], [14], [19], [22], [25], [27], [28],
[37], [42]–[44], [43], [52]). Some of them attributed this to the observed low incidence of frustration during student learning. Of
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Table 1: Results for other affective states that were reported in at least five studies

a

Affect

#Null Results

#Non-Null Results

Resulta

Studies

Surprise

7

1

Delight
Enjoyment

5
4

0
2

Neutral

8

1

0
+/0
0
+
0
0
-/0

[19], [20], [25], [27], [42], [44], [51]
[47]
[19], [27], [42], [44], [47]
[40], [49], [52], [53]
[55] (medical education),[51] (math learning)
[2], [19], [20], [22], [25], [27], [42], [44]
[47]

0 null, + positive, +/0 positive or null, -/0 negative or null
Table 2: Counts of the reported relationship (+, NULL, -) between the different affective states and learning outcomes
aggregated based on the three continentsa

Despite having relatively more null results than negative results,
boredom was often concluded to be detrimental for learning. For
instance, after hypothesizing boredom as a “direct antithesis” to
Csikszentmihalyi’s [7] “zone of flow”, Craig et al. [2] concluded a
negative link between boredom and learning even when the negative relationship was only observed in the correlational analysis and
not in the regression and ANOVA analyses. In the few papers that
did report a positive result for boredom, it was often interpreted
as an unexpected result with a potential explanation - usually attributing it to high performing students getting bored. For instance,
when Bosch et al. [22] observed a positive relationship between
boredom and student performance when scaffolding (with hints
and explanations), boredom was attributed to scaffolds being less
challenging. Similarly, in the causal modeling conducted by Fancsali [13], it was suggested that a missing unmeasured variable (e.g.,
scaffolding) was potentially causing boredom in high-performing
students. However, there is not yet empirical evidence for these possible accounts for the complex relationship that sometimes emerges
between boredom and learning outcomes.

3.3

a

Affect
Relationship

N

ENG
+ 

CON FRU
- +  - + 

BOR
- + 

North America
Asia
Europe

23 9 10 0 6 7 5 2 11 5 6 11 9
9 6 3 0 2 2 3 0 4 0 0 2 2
7 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 2 1

-

Notable differences highlighted in grey

(30 seconds every 5 minutes) was probably too far apart to capture
the rapid experience of a state like eureka.

3.4

Mostly Null Relationship for Other
Affective States

Differences in Affect-Outcome
Relationship Based on Contextual Factors

In this section, we consider whether the results seen could have
been influenced by student demographics (geographic location)
and study context (learning environment, affect data collection
protocol). The goal is to explore the differences in the results when
the studies are categorized based on these contextual factors.

Anxiety was investigated in four studies. Its relationship to learning
was reported as negative in two studies (both language learning [39] and [41]) and null in two studies [20], [51]. Beyond anxiety,
the majority of the reported results for the less commonly-studied
affective states were null results, including surprise, delight, enjoyment, and neutral. Table 1 lists the affective states for which
results were reported in at least 5 studies. Several papers studied
affective states other than just engagement, confusion, frustration,
and boredom, but the majority of the studies did not include these
affective states in the analysis due to their very low occurrence
preventing the authors from running quantitative analysis. It is
worth noting that the lack of findings for these affective states may
be a reflection of the limitations of the methodologies currently
used in this research. For example, the rare or brief occurrence of a
strong affective state (e.g., anxiety, eureka) may turn out to be more
important than is currently realized. The theoretical frameworks in
Kort et al. [8], Craig et al. [2] hypothesized that eureka is associated
with students acquiring profound new insights during learning and
thus, linked to better learning. But in the 20 hours of their study,
Craig and colleagues [2] only observed one instance of eureka. The
authors suggested that the observation duration for each student

3.4.1 Differences in Geographic Location – Cultural or Methodological? Differences in culture influence variation in beliefs and
personal dispositions towards emotional expression and moderation and the frequency and emergence of certain affective states
[56]. Due to a limited number of studies at the country-level (with
an exception of the United States; see Section 3.1), we categorized
studies at the continent-level (Table 2). Accordingly, the majority of
the studies were conducted in North America (∼60%), followed by
Asia (∼23%) and Europe (∼17%). Affect-Outcome studies in North
America investigated all the four learning-centered emotions more
often than Asia (fewer studies investigated frustration and boredom) or Europe (results reported mainly for engagement).
Engagement. The results for the relationship between engagement and student outcomes are split almost equally between positive (9) and null (10) in North America. In contrast, there is more
positive than null in Asia (6 vs 3) and Europe (4 vs 2) - double in
both cases. This may be because of differences in the VLEs studied
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Figure 1: The distribution of affect data collection method (left) and study environment (right) across North America, Asia,
and Europe
in different continents. All but two studies from Europe investigated student affect in learning games, and four out of nine studies
from Asia involving engagement were also conducted on a learning game. In comparison, none of the studies from North America
involving engagement used a learning game. As elaborated earlier,
engagement was positively related to learning outcomes in the
majority of the studies conducted in learning games. Hence, this
difference could possibly be attributed to the differences in types
of learning experiences as opposed to the geographic location.
Confusion. The affect-outcome relationship for confusion appears
to be more negative in Asia (3 out of 7) as compared to North America (5 out of 18), but a greater number of studies would be needed
to consider this conclusive. No other obvious factors appeared to
explain this possible difference.
Frustration. All the studies from Asia reported a null relationship
between frustration and student outcomes. In contrast, while the
majority of results point at a null relationship for frustration in
North America (11), there are also a few negative relationships (5)
that cannot be ignored, especially since frustration can be easily
missed due to its low occurrence. Further research may be necessary
to understand the cultural differences in these contexts with respect
to the frequency, expressivity, and moderation of frustration.
Boredom. All the studies from Asia and Europe with results for
boredom (although few in number) reported a negative or null
relationship with student outcomes. All the positive results were
reported by studies from North America. However, in most of these
studies, a positive result for boredom was interpreted as being
unexpected with a possible confounding variable (e.g., presence
of scaffolds). The result was usually attributed to high-performing
students being bored with less challenging tasks. Further empirical
evidence to support these claims and further investigations on the
cultural factors that influence this phenomenon may help to better
understand the role of boredom in student learning.
Along with cultural factors, another potential explanation for
the differences in the results based on the geographic location could

come from the differences in the methodological practices associated with the studies in the three continents. As discussed earlier,
some of the differences in the results for engagement could potentially be attributed to the type of VLE used (e.g., learning games). To
further investigate this, we explore two other study context-related
categories (affect data collection method, study environment) that
have a high variance across the continents (Figure 1). For instance,
all the studies in Europe were conducted in a lab study, while the
majority of studies in Asia were conducted in a traditional classroom, and studies in North America were split between the two
(Figure 1; right). These categories are explained in detail in their
respective sections below.
3.4.2 Types of Measurement of Affect Associated with Significant
Differences in Affect-Outcome Results. Affect labeling is inherently
subjective and the choice made by the research study design in
terms of who will provide labels (student vs outside observer vs
algorithm) and when (in real-time vs retrospectively) may have an
impact on the data collected, and in turn the relationships found
in that data. For instance, past studies have reported issues with
the reliability of self-reports [57]. On the other hand, cultural differences between the annotators and students have been reported
to interfere with the quality of affect annotations [58]. Hence, we
present results for the differences in affect and outcome relationships based on the affect data collection protocol. The affect data
were collected using the following 5 techniques:
• Student Self-Reports (SSR) in which students reported their
own affect in real-time by answering an affect survey question that popped up in the VLE during their learning.
• Retrospective Affect Judgement Protocol (RJP) in which students reported their own affect but retrospectively after the
study or learning session, while watching a playback of their
activities during the session (e.g., a facial video captured by
a webcam, screen capture of their VLE interaction)
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Table 4: Counts of the reported relationship (+, NULL, -) between the different affective states and learning outcomes
aggregated based on the environment of data collectiona

Table 3: Counts of the reported relationship (+, NULL, -) between the different affective states and learning outcomes
aggregated based on the affect data collection method used

a

Affect
Relationship

N

ENG
+ 

CON FRU
- +  - + 

BOR
- + 

-

SSR
RJP
QFO
PHA
AD

7
18
4
2
12

5
10
3
0
5

0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
3

0
4
2
1
5

4
7
2
0
4

0
3
1
0
4

1
5
2
0
3

0
1
2
0
5

0
1
0
0
1

2
7
4
1
4

0
2
0
0
4

2
6
3
1
4
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a

Notable differences highlighted in grey

Affect
Relationship

N

ENG
+ 

Classroom
Lab

17 9 6
22 10 9

CON FRU
- +  - + 

BOR
- + 

-

0 4 5 7 1 7 2 4 6
0 4 5 1 1 10 4 2 9

6
6

Notable differences highlighted in grey

boredom, raise scientific and methodological questions. First, using a predictive model of affect (AD) enables researchers to obtain
finer-grained data for a much larger sample. Sample size alone (both
in terms of number of students and number of observations per
student) may explain the higher frequency of significant effects for
this method. Obtaining a large sample is less feasible with the other
methods, all of which require considerable human labor. Second,
RJP had the majority of non-significant results, even beyond what
might be expected due to its frequency. This raises questions on
the reliability of self-reports from students, especially in terms of
students’ ability to recall discrete emotions they experienced during
their learning when asked to reflect on them after the completion
of the learning activity. Recent work suggests that there is considerable variation in students’ retrospective memory of their own
affect, even shortly thereafter [59].

• Quantitative Field Observation (QFO) in which a trained
coder is present in the classroom or lab making real-time
observations of students’ affect
• Post-Hoc Human Annotation (PHA) in which a trained coder
annotates the digital traces of the student activity (e.g., a
facial video captured by a webcam, VLE interaction data)
• Automated Detection (AD) in which a predictive model is
built using the previously collected student affect data (e.g.,
QFO, PHA) to automatically assign affect labels to the digital
traces of student activity (e.g., VLE interaction data, facial
video), and the predictive model is used in further analysis
As presented in Table 3, the most popular approach to collect
affect data in the affect-outcome literature is RJP (18) followed by
AD (12). There were four studies that used both SSR and RJP and
they were counted for both methods. SSR was used mostly in learning games (5 out of 7). Since these studies mostly focused primarily
on engagement (flow), there are fewer results for confusion, frustration, and boredom with SSR. Although human annotation (QFO
and PHA) studies are fewer in number (6 in total), it is important
to note that human annotations were one of the primary sources
of data to build predictive models of affect, which was then applied
on a larger dataset to get finer-grained affect labels (AD).
Engagement. There is no notable difference between the approaches in the relationships for engagement.
Confusion. There are relatively more negative results for confusion with AD (5 out of 12) and QFO (2 out of 5) than RJP (1 out of 9).
In comparison, RJP has more null results for confusion (5 out of 9).
Frustration. Similar to confusion, there are relatively more negative results for frustration with AD (3 out 8) than RJP (3 out of 11).
RJP has a majority of null results (7 out of 11). All the studies with
the other methods (SSR, PHA, QFO) only reported null results for
frustration.
Boredom. There are relatively more studies with significant results for boredom with AD (9 out of 13) than RJP (6 out of 12). All
the studies with the other methods (SSR, PHA, QFO) only reported
negative or null results for boredom. Although fewer in number,
the majority of the positive results (4 out of 6) for boredom were
reported by studies that used AD.
The more frequent significant results with AD and the more
frequent null results with RJP as compared to all other methods,
especially for relatively rare affective states such as frustration and

3.4.3 Confusion Arising in Classrooms (vs Lab) Related to Poorer
Learning Outcomes. Another potentially important difference between studies is whether the study was conducted in a traditional
classroom or a laboratory setting. Student experience could be more
authentic in a natural setting like a classroom than in a controlled
setting like a laboratory. Accordingly, the results from a classroom
setting could be more generalizable to real-world contexts [60].
Hence, it is important to examine whether there are differences in
the affect-outcome relationships between studies conducted in a
classroom versus a lab.
As presented in Table 4, across the 39 studies reviewed, 17 of
them were conducted in a classroom, while the remaining 22 were
conducted in a laboratory. There are no notable differences in the
results for engagement, frustration, and boredom.
However, almost all of the negative results for confusion (7 out
of 8) were reported by studies conducted in a classroom as opposed
to a lab. Several factors may explain this pattern. The laboratory
studies were all conducted in a controlled environment with a short
learning activity, often around 30-45 minutes long, and a short-term
learning outcome which was usually measured with a knowledge
test at the end of the study. It is likely that the confusion arising in
such simple, unauthentic settings may either be resolved quickly
or have a low consequence on student outcomes. In comparison,
classroom studies investigated student affect data for a longer time
period (6 studies lasting 1-5 years, 3 studies lasting multiple months,
3 studies lasting a few days, 3 studies lasting a few hours, and only 2
studies under an hour). Confusion arising in such natural, authentic
learning settings could have a serious impact on student outcomes,
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especially if it is prolonged or left unresolved [17, 23]. In addition,
several of the student outcomes in classroom studies were longerterm and high-stakes, including four career-related outcomes such
as college enrollment, four course-related outcomes such as GPA,
and two standardized tests. Another explanation could be found
in the mismatch in student age or school level. All the lab studies
recruited either undergraduate (21) and/or graduate students (3) two studies had both undergraduate and graduate students. It is
possible that older students have a better ability to resolve confusion
on their own without much external support and possibly even use
it as a tool to learn better. Age is also known to influence emotional
expressivity and inhibition [61]. If a VLE is designed specifically
for undergraduate students, there should be no harm in recruiting
undergraduate students for a lab study. However, if the goal of the
study is to conduct a more general theoretical or basic research on
student affect with potential implications to younger students, a
convenience sampling of undergraduate students may be harmful
to the generalizability of the study’s claim (see discussion in [62]).
Further research is needed to fully examine the ecological validity
of laboratory settings for this type of research.

4

cognitive aspects), there was also some empirical evidence
for the need to differentiate brief versus prolonged confusion
and resolved versus persistent confusion. Further analysis
revealed that confusion arising in classrooms was related
to poorer learning outcomes, but that this pattern did not
manifest in lab studies. The lab studies differed from the classroom studies in that they involved shorter learning activities,
short-term and low-stakes outcomes, and older participants
(undergraduate or graduate students). This raises questions
about the ecological validity of the laboratory studies in
understanding the role of confusion in student learning.
• The studies that use automated detectors to generate affect
labels see more significant results for rarer affective states
(e.g., frustration) compared to studies that ask students to
self-report their affect retrospectively after the learning session has completed. Studies with predictive models of affect
have a much larger sample size and more fine-grained data.
This also raises questions about students’ ability to recall
finer details of the different emotions they experienced in a
learning session that has passed.
• A few other affective states were studied across these papers
(e.g., surprise, delight, enjoyment) but they mostly had a null
relationship with outcome measures. Anxiety had a negative
relationship to outcome measures in 2 of 4 studies.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The relationship between student affect and learning is often assumed to be either positive or negative (e.g., boredom and frustration are assumed to be bad for learning). However, the empirical
evidence appears to tell a more complex story. By synthesizing
the affect-outcome research in VLEs, this systematic literature review aimed to complexify the account of how students’ outcome
measures relate to their affect that arises during their learning in a
digital environment. Here is a summary of this review’s key findings on affect-outcome relationships, including contextual factors
that may explain some of the differences:

Implications for VLE Design and Development. As discussed in the
first section, affective states are often treated as being inherently
good or bad, both in emotion theories pertaining to learning and in
designing affect interventions in VLEs. However, as demonstrated
in this systematic review, affect-outcome relationships are not as
straightforward as is generally assumed. Except for engagement,
all of the affective states had some mixed results. The pattern of
results is particularly complex and nuanced in the case of confusion
- an affective state commonly used in affect-sensitive VLE design
[19]. Differences in results across continents and methodological
choices also raise questions on the generalizability of theoretical
and empirical research on the affect-outcome relationship. Hence,
more careful attention must be paid in future learning analytics
research and design in making assumptions about affect’s role in
student learning.
Implications for Research. There is considerable variation in findings on the role of confusion in student learning. More research
is needed to establish how confusion should be conceptualized to
be able to measure it effectively. This review also raised specific
questions that warrant further research. First, there is a need to
investigate how cultural factors, study design, and methodological
choices impact the results on affect-outcome relationships. Second,
the ecological validity of laboratory studies needs to be more thoroughly considered. Third, current affect data collection methods
may need to be improved to more efficiently capture rare affective
states. Fourth, the consistent null results for rare affective states
could be a limitation of the current methodological approaches that
may be failing to recognize the role of sparse but potentially important events. Fifth, there is a possibility of confounding variables
(e.g., motivation influencing both affect and learning), which can
be investigated by measuring a wider range of variables beyond
affect and outcomes.

• There is a general consensus on the positive relationship
between engagement (or engaged concentration or flow) and
learning outcomes. No study reported a negative result, while
some studies reported null results. Most of the null results
were reported in studies from North America as compared to
Europe and Asia. Further analysis revealed that the majority
of the studies from Europe and Asia were conducted on
learning games that were specifically designed to maximize
flow, while none of the studies in North America used a
learning game.
• Boredom, which is often perceived as the antithesis of engagement, has a mostly negative or null relationship with
outcomes. In the rare reports of positive results for boredom,
it was treated as an unexpected result, and often attributed
to a confounding variable (e.g., the presence of scaffolding)
making learning less challenging for high-performing students.
• Despite being commonly studied, there was little empirical
evidence for a significant relationship between frustration
and outcome measures. Many studies attributed this to the
low occurrence of frustration.
• The affective state with the most variation in its relationship
to outcome measures was confusion. Along with the differences in how confusion was measured (expression versus
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Limitations and Future Work. In this review, we focus primarily
on commonly-measured academic outcomes. To get a full understanding of the role that affect plays in VLEs, future reviews could
benefit from considering other aspects of the learning experience
such as self-efficacy. In addition, some studies have explored more
nuanced patterns of affect including persistence, transitions, and
multi-state sequences [17], [23], [26]. For affective states with less
conclusive evidence (e.g., confusion, frustration), it may help to
synthesize the results from these studies as well. Also, this review
is limited to studies conducted using VLEs where students’ affective experiences focus on one-to-one human-computer interaction.
The affect-outcome relationship in other learning settings such as
collaborative learning in a physical classroom may vary due to
the presence of peers and teachers (e.g. [22]). Other factors, such
as student demographic factors (age/school level, race/ethnicity,
gender), outcome category (learning content test, standardized test,
academic course, career), and learning context (subject matter, duration), may also play an important role, and will be valuable to
examine.
In summary, this study suggests that except engagement, all
other commonly-studied affective states (confusion, frustration,
and boredom) in VLEs seem to have a mixed relationship with students’ learning outcomes – a finding that contradicts the common
assumption of affective states being inherently good or bad. We
consider how the affect-outcome relationships vary in terms of
study context. We conclude that more careful attention must be
paid to contextual differences in affect’s role in student learning.
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